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the graphics are pretty good, and the sound and music are good too. there is a lot of humor in the game,
and that's one of the things i liked most about it. but it's all in the kind of cheesy fun that would make me

laugh if i had a drink. kknd is, to put it mildly, not for me. it's just not a game i'd play. i feel it's a bit
cheap, and if it were to come out now, it would be more appropriately named for its lack of quality. the

graphics of kknd are very similar to those of c&c, and the game has been dubbed "c&c with guns." this is
no "coincidence" as the graphics are from the same graphics programmers and the art was done by the

same artist as well as many of the same models and textures. it's unfortunate that the game doesn't look
as great as it could since the game is in 2d. the game is played from a third-person perspective, which is
usually the best view point from which to make an overview of a battle - you see all the important things
as the game plays, and you can control the camera angle of your character. the game is played from a

first-person perspective, which is only used for the first mission, in which you have to shoot your way out
of a prison. you can only see the character's line of sight, and you can only move the character by tilting

the keyboard left and right. since, you can't move the character around freely, it is important to know
where your character is at all times, so as to avoid being seen and shot by the enemy. you can move the
camera by using the mouse - just put your cursor on the view screen, and the camera will move to that

angle.
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besides of a decent single-player
campaign there are some

multiplayer game modes such as
king of the hill or capture the flag
which might attract players who
are looking for more action. each

mission consist of the player
planning an attack with ai

opponents on enemy base using
a variety of types of ground,
aerial and vehicle troops and

artillery. it's a game that anybody
can appreciate, as long as you're

not too attached to those little
fireballs while you're trying to

save your princess from a giant
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goblin getting drunk. if you are
new to real-time strategy games,
kknd should be a good choice to

get started. it is not a brilliant
game, but the combat can be
addictive if you are in the right
mood for that kind of challenge.

make sure you check for updates
before installing and use a

firewall and virus protection. it is
not something you would buy to
give your brother for his birthday
or friend as a christmas gift and
not play but, hey - the flash is

free! if you like smaller rts's, kknd
might be for you, particularly if

you like the freespace series and
enclave. before giving you a free
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kknd: xtreme download, you
should know that there is no
download kknd: xtreme full

version totally for free available.
if you wish to download kknd:

xtreme game without any
problems we advise you to

register on our website.
sometimes it happens that a

game that you found to be great,
has some kind of bugs or

problems that you cant solve. in
that case it is not a good choice

to try a crack, and that is why we
are not providing kknd: xtreme
cracked. that is not because we

are against the idea of
downloading a cracked version of
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games. we just wanted to be sure
that this is a real full version of

game. 5ec8ef588b
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